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Abstract: Total dissolved gas (TDG) is suggested to be one possible explanation for the extensive
mortality of endemic fish suffered from gas bubble disease (GBD). We investigated the effects of water
depth on adult Schitzothorax prenanti susceptibility to GBD in TDG supersaturated water 11.5 km
downstream of Dagangshan dam in a two-year (2016–2017) live cage study. The probability of
survival significantly increased at greater depth. The mortality of fish at 1–2 m was reduced to 50%
of that at 0–1 m and the mortality rate for fish at 2–3 m was reduced to 25% of that at 0–1 m. Fish that
survived in-situ TDG exposure in 2016 were relocated to equilibrated water and observed for 274 d
to investigate sublethal effects of GBD. The surviving fish showed a substantial reduction in growth
compared to the control group. During the flood discharge period in 2017, fish were re-exposed to
TDG supersaturated water after a period of recovery (274 d) in equilibrated water. The mortality rate
of re-exposed fish decreased to 35% compared to newly introduced fish. Our results contribute to the
protection of aquatic organisms and the improvement of eco-friendly hydroelectric dam operations
in the Yangtze River.
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1. Introduction

Total dissolved gas (TDG) supersaturation generated by dam spillover travels down-
stream for hundreds of kilometers and causes gas bubble disease (GBD) in fish [1,2]. The
consequences of GBD are dependent on TDG pressure. GBD rapidly increases fish mortality
in the short term at high TDG pressures and more slowly over a longer term at lower TDG
pressures. Gas bubbles in the lateral line, gills, fins, eyes, or skin, as well as mortality, are
symptoms of acute GBD at supersaturation levels > 110% [3,4]. TDG levels of 100–110%
cause chronic GBD that results in stunted growth, secondary pathogenic infections, abnor-
mal behavior, and some deaths [4,5]. The overwhelming majority of studies of the effects
of supersaturation have been undertaken in the laboratory under controlled conditions [6].
However, these studies do not provide sufficient information for the establishment of
dissolved gas management guidelines because fish in rivers downstream of the TDG source
experience varying TDG levels due to factors that are difficult to simulate in the laboratory,
such as dam operation, flow turbulence, and water depth [1,2]. The effects of TDG super-
saturation are largely determined by both TDG level and water depth. For a given depth,
the risk of mortality induced by TDG may be species-specific [7]. Knowledge of mortality
rates and other effects of TDG on fish that are related to specific water depths allows us to
predict the effects of dam spilling.

The degree of fish tolerance to TDG supersaturation depends on the developmental stage
of the fish and its species [3,8]. Some studies have suggested that fish larvae are more sensitive
to gas supersaturation than juveniles, whereas others have suggested that resistance to gas
supersaturation decreases as fish develop from hatchlings to juveniles [8–11]. Adulthood is
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generally presumed to be the most tolerant life stage, but studies of adults in natural habitats
are poorly documented due to most research being undertaken in laboratory conditions [12].
Moreover, most research has been conducted on salmonid species, and the lack of research
into non-salmonid species limits our understanding of diverse sublethal outcomes of GBD
because there is high variation between species in tolerance to supersaturation and the etiology
of GBD [6].

The upper Yangtze River basin is an important hydroelectric resource in China; over
1000 hydropower stations have been constructed [13]. TDG supersaturation commonly
occurs as a byproduct of dam operation, and it causes mortality associated with GBD at
high levels in wild fish. Few measures have been taken to protect endemic fish from harm
due to TDG supersaturation [6]. There is growing interest in the survival of endemic species,
and we know that endemic fish are exposed to TDG supersaturation. It is therefore critical
to gain more understanding of the effects of TDG supersaturation on endemic species.

Schizothorax prenanti is a valuable commercial fish inhabiting the upper reaches and
tributaries of the Yangtze River [14]. The S. prenanti population has plummeted as a result
of overfishing, water pollution, and the construction of hydropower stations [15], and its
survival is directly threatened by TDG during the flood season. The purpose of this study
was to determine the incidence of GBD in S. prenanti and the influence of TDG on adult S.
prenanti survival. The subsequent growth of survivors and their future tolerance of TDG
were also investigated after S. prenanti were re-exposed to TDG supersaturation. The results
of this study increase our understanding of the negative effects of TDG supersaturation
on S. prenanti and are a basis for the development of environmentally sustainable river
management policies.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Study Site and Fish Acclimation

Dadu River is the longest tributary of the Minjiang River in the Yangtze River basin
and is a major habitat for wild S. prenanti. The main course of the Dadu River contains
a series of reservoirs created by hydroelectric dams. The experimental research of this
study was conducted in the middle reach of the Dadu river, 11.6 km downstream of the
Dagangshan dam, where TDG supersaturation occurs frequently from June to September
as a result of the flood discharges of the Dagangshan dam. The experimental site was 57 km
from the nearest fish breeding station in Hanyuan county, and the experimental fish used
in this study were artificially propagated and cultured by this breeding station (Figure 1).

The experimental platform floated on the river and could be moved by pulling on
rigid ropes fixed on the riverbank. A rigid frame (length 0.5 m, width 0.6 m, height 3 m)
was covered with netting to form a cage and was fixed to one side of the experimental
platform. The interior of the cage was subdivided into three cages by horizontal netting to
confine fish to water depths of 0–1 m, 1–2 m, and 2–3 m during the period of the experiment.
The entire cage could be rotated vertically by 90◦ so that its vertical axis was parallel to the
water surface to enable us to check the mortality of the experimental fish.

The fish were transported from Hanyuan fish breeding station before the experiment
and were kept temporarily in several tanks (length 1.2 m, width 0.8 m, height 0.8 m)
filled with aerated river water for 24 h to relieve stress induced by transportation. Total
dissolved gas was 100 ± 2% and dissolved oxygen (DO) was 7 ± 0.2 mg/L during the
acclimation period.

2.2. Experiment Design

Two in situ experiments were carried out over two years during separate periods
of planned flood discharge from the Dagangshan hydropower station. The TDG level
and duration were typical of the downstream TDG risk to fish. First year experiment
was conducted from 26 September 2016 10:00:00 to 1 October 2016 10:00:00. Prior to
the experiment, 120 adult fish with average length 39.0 ± 2.0 cm and average weight
524.0 ± 54.0 g were divided equally into three groups and then placed in the cage fixed to
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the platform and were submerged to depths 0–1 m, 1–2 m, and 2–3 m. During the period
of exposure, the entire cage was rotated by 90◦, and adult fish were checked for mortality
twice a day at 10:00 h and 16:00 h. Dead fish were removed, recorded, and examined
for obvious external signs of GBD such as emphysema, bleeding, gill congestion, and
cutaneous lesions. Typical symptoms of GBD were inspected under a photomicroscope
(Guangzhou Micro-Shot Optical Technology Co., Ltd., Guangzhou, China). TDG and DO
of the surface water layer at the experimental site were manually monitored during the
experiment using a Point Four tracker (Point Four Systems Inc., Coquitlam, BC, Canada)
and a YSI 6600 recirculating system monitor (YSI Inc., Yellow Springs, OH, USA).
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On 1 October 2016 10:00:00, when the flood discharge was over, the survivors in
the three cage sections were collected with scooping nets and placed into three tanks
(length 1.2 m, width 0.8 m, height 0.8 m) that were then immediately transported to the
Hanyuan breeding station to allow the fish to recover. Three culture tanks were used
in the Hanyuan breeding station to contain the survivors of the three treatment groups.
The culture tank consisted of a pool with radius 2 m and height 1.5 m, with a plastic
pipe radius 15 cm and height 1 m in the center of the pool to allow river water from the
Dadu river to be continuously introduced into the pool to overflowing and so control the
water level to remain at 1 m. Twenty healthy live adults from the breeding station were
selected as a control group and kept in another identical culture tank. After 65 d, fish
survival was checked, and dead fish were removed from the culture tanks. Thereafter, each
treatment group was fed a commercial diet (Wudi Yideyuan Biological Technology Co., Ltd.,
Shandong, China) containing 33–35% protein twice a day. TDG levels were 100.0 ± 1.2%,
and dissolved oxygen (DO) was in the range 8.4–9.5 mg/L in the culture tanks. On day 65,
all fish from the three treatment and control groups were individually weighed to measure
their initial weight, and they were then weighed on days 113, 184, 228, and 274 to monitor
change in weight.

On day 280 (3 July 2017), a sample of twenty fish from each experimental tank (0–1 m,
1–2 m, 2–3 m depth initial TDG exposure) together with 90 newly-purchased fish from
Hanyuan fish breeding station with average length 35.0 ± 6.0 cm and average weight
578.0 ± 25.8 g was quickly transferred to the experimental cage to be temporarily cultivated
to investigate re-exposure to TDG. Temporary cultivation was identical to that of the 2016
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exposure experiment. Fish that survived in the 2016 experiment were placed in the same
water layer that they had been raised in 2016. The newly acquired fish, which had not
participated in the 2016 experiment, were also distributed in 0–1 m, 1–2 m, and 2–3 m
water depths as a control. The 2017 exposure experiment ran from 4 July 2017 10:00:00
to 10 July 2017 10:00:00, and the experimental protocol was the same as for the 2016
exposure experiment.

2.3. Statistical Analysis

The Cox proportional hazards model was used as the hazard function h(t). It represents
the likelihood of an incident occurring at time t, given that the subject has survived until
that time, as:

h(t) = H0(t)× exp(bx)

where H0 is the baseline hazard probability when all coefficients b is zero; the covariates
x are all the factors that affect the time until an event; and b is the hazard ratio for the
covariates, indicating the size of the effect of the covariates on the dependent variable. The
Cox proportional hazards model was run using the R coxph function with random intercepts
specified as offsets to calculate coefficient standard errors and confidence intervals.

Experimental fish were exposed to TDG supersaturation during the flood periods in
2016 and 2017. The data collected from these exposures were used to fit a Cox proportional
hazards model to create a function to represent the risk of TDG-induced mortality associated
with water depth. The model was also used to analyze the influence of re-exposure on fish
mortality in TDG supersaturated water in 2017.

Fish with GBD were placed in saturated water for observation on day 6. No more
deaths had occurred by day 42. The average weights of fish from the treatment and control
groups were calculated from bulk weighing on day 65 and were taken to be the initial
weights. All individuals in each group were weighed (W, g) and recorded on days 113, 184,
228, and 272. Relative weight growth rate (RGR, g/d) was calculated using the equation:

RGR = (Wi − W1)/(ti − t1)

where W1 and Wi are, respectively, the individual and mean weights (g) of the fish at days
t1 (65 d) and ti (113, 184, 228, and 272 d).

3. Results
3.1. Survival Characteristics of Fish Exposed to TDG Supersaturation

During the flood release at Dagangshan hydropower in September 2016, the average
TDG of the surface water was 121% with a range 115–127% and DO vary between 111.2%
and 133.3%. In July 2017, TDG at the study site ranged from 111% to 121% and DO vary
between 107.0% and 126.5%.

Signs of GBD were found on most of the dead fish, indicating that GBD was a major
cause of death (Table 1), and typical symptoms of GBD were shown in Figure 2. The most
common GBD symptoms in dead fish from each treatment group were analyzed. In 2016,
21 S. prenanti were observed with emphysema on the dorsal fin in the 24 dead fish in the
0–1 m group; 7 S. prenanti were observed with bleeding in the pectoral fins and anal fins
in the 1–2 m group; and 5 S. prenanti were observed with fin bleeding in the 2–3 m group.
The prevalence of GBD symptoms in the 0–1 m was greater than in the 1–2 m and 2–3 m
groups. Dorsal fin emphysema was observed in 17 S. prenanti in the 0–1 m group and in
12 S. prenanti in the 1–2 m group. Pelvic fin emphysema was observed in 3 S. prenanti in the
2–3 m group. There were individual variations in the external symptoms of GBD. Some
dead fish were found without GBD symptoms; death could have been due to transportation
or extrusions in the cage.
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Table 1. Prevalence of S. prenanti with different GBD symptoms during the TDG supersaturation
exposure experiments in 2016 and 2017; 40 adult S. prenanti were used in each scenario in 2016 while
30 adult fish were used in each scenario in 2017.

GBD Signs
2016 2017

0–1 m 1–2 m 2–3 m 0–1 m 1–2 m 2–3 m

Dorsal fin emphysema 53% 5% 5% 57% 40% 3%
Tail fin emphysema 50% 10% 3% 17% 17% 3%

Tail fin bleeding 45% 15% 13% 7% 10% 0%
Pectoral fin bleeding 43% 18% 3% 13% 10% 7%
Anal fin emphysema 43% 8% 0% 17% 17% 3%

Anal fin bleeding 38% 18% 5% 3% 7% 0%
Pelvic fin bleeding 35% 8% 3% 3% 3% 0%

Pectoral fin bleeding 25% 8% 3% 7% 3% 0%
Dorsal fin bleeding 25% 10% 5% 3% 10% 0%

Gill congestion 3% 0% 3% 3% 3% 0%
Cutaneous lesions 0% 0% 0% 3% 0% 0%
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Figure 2. Typical symptoms of GBD; bubbles were observed in (a) the pectoral fin, (b) the anal fin,
and (c) the dorsal fin, while (d) shows corneal emphysema.

The relationship between exposure time and mortality is shown in Figure 3a. The final
mortality of adult S. prenanti were 40% (0–1 m), 23% (1–2 m), and 12% (2–3 m) in 2016 and
60% (0–1 m), 47% (1–2 m), and 17% (2–3 m) in 2017. These results indicate that increase in
hydrostatic pressure at greater depths caused the increase in survival probabilities.

All individual fish exposed to supersaturated water were analyzed using the Cox
proportional hazards model. The absolute value of a calculation was used to indicate the
effect of TDG supersaturated water depth on adult S. prenanti (Figure 3b, n = 150). The
coefficients calculated from the Cox proportional hazards fitting model indicated that water
depth significantly reduced the risk of death (coeff = −0.7, p < 0.01). The mortality rate
of fish in the 1–2 m group decreased by 50% compared to the 0–1 m group and further
decreased in the 2–3 m treatment group by 50% compared to the 1–2 m group (hazard ratio,
HR, =0.5, 95% confidence interval, CI, =0.38–0.65).
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3.2. Growth Characteristics of Fish after Exposed to TDG Supersaturation

The final mortality of fish in 0–1 m, 1–2 m, and 2–3 m were, respectively, 58% (27 d),
38% (42 d), and 28% (13 d) in the recovery period. No deaths occurred after 42 d of
recovery, suggesting that any indirect effects of TDG supersaturation that affected mortality
disappeared over time, but the possibility of other chronic effects was not eliminated
(Figure 4a). Significantly lower rates of increase in weight were observed in adult fish
exposed to TDG than in the controls on day 113 of recovery (p < 0.05; Figure 4b). The
average rate of increase in weight of adult fish on day 184 of recovery decreased from
1.79 g/d in the control group to 1.08 g/d (1–2 m) and 0.60 g/d (0–1 m) in adult fish
(p < 0.05), but no significant difference was found in the 2–3 m group compared with the
control group. There were no significant differences between groups on days 228 and 272
of recovery.
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Figure 4. TDG-induced effects on fish survival and growth: (a) survival curves of adult S. prenanti
for the initial period of TDG supersaturated exposure (6 d) and subsequent equilibrated water
observation (59 d), with the control group in the equilibrated water for the entire observation period
(65 d); (b) changes in the relative weight growth rate of S. prenanti in equilibrated water after 113 d,
184 d, 228 d, and 272 d of recovery, with the average weight of fish from the treatment group and the
control group at 65 d considered to be the initial weight. Asterisks indicate significance for p < 0.05.
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3.3. Survival Characteristics of Fish Re-Exposed to TDG Supersaturation

Figure 5 shows the mortality in 2017 of the re-introduced S. prenanti that survived
in the 2016 experiment and newly introduced fish that did not participate in the 2016
experiment. The survival rate of re-introduced fish after experiencing flood discharge from
the Dagangshan dam in 2017 decreased by 40% in the 0–1 m group, and the survival rate
of the newly introduced fish decreased by 60% in the 0–1 m group. The survival rate of
re-introduced S. prenanti in the 1–2 m group decreased by 15%, and the survival rate of
newly introduced fish in the 1–2 m group decreased by 47%. Re-introduced fish in the
2–3 m group had a 100% survival rate (Figure 5a).
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The results of the Cox proportional hazards model (Figure 5b) suggested that exposure
significantly increased adult fish tolerance to supersaturation (Coeff = −1.06, p < 0.01). The
mortality rate of re-exposure for adult fish was 35% of that of initial exposure (HR = 0.35,
95% CI = 0.18–0.68).

4. Discussion
4.1. Effect of Water Depth on Fish Survival

Several studies have found that clinical symptoms of GBD presented at elevated
levels of TDG supersaturation [3,4]. We found that both GBD and death occurred, which
suggests that TDG levels (about 121% in 2016, 117% in 2017) exceeded some critical level for
S. prenanti. Studies have shown that the risk of mortality was associated with both water
depth and the severity of GBD [6,7,16]. We found that increased water depth significantly
decreased mortality. Increase in water depth increases hydrostatic pressure, thus inhibiting
embolism formation in the blood, preventing death and promoting the re-dissolution of
gas embolisms by re-establishing blood flow to ischemic tissue [16,17]. The prevalence
and severity of GBD in S. prenanti exposed to TDG also varies greatly among individual
fish in a river setting. An explanation for this is that the formation and development of
externally observable GBD symptoms may be related to breathing frequency, epidermal
tension, internal cardiovascular pressure, and tissue oxygen consumption [12,17].

Results for fish in the surface layer (0–1 m) represent the worst-case scenario in
which there is limited available depth for fish. Actual TDG exposure is usually lower than
exposure to TDG at the surface because fish often swim at some depth due to environmental
and physiological influences [18]. Wang et al. (2015) found that S. prenanti migrated
to depths > 3 m after 1 h of exposure to TDG-supersaturated water but they did not
determine if S. prenanti stayed in deep TDG-supersaturated water for extended periods
of time [19]. Depth migration of individual fish appears to be strongly influenced by diel,
which influences exposure to TDG supersaturation [20]. This pattern of depth distribution
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may also be related to the presence of predators in TDG supersaturated water, implying
that wild S. prenanti stay at the surface for half of the day and migrate to deeper waters for
the other half [21,22]. Johnson et al. (2007) obtained data on depth distribution of fish by
telemetry and calculated the spatial variability of saturated dissolved gases and found that
adult fish are at a depth < 3 m for more than half the time [23]. Fish in cages do not have
the same opportunity to choose the most favorable water depths as wild fish, and they thus
have greater mortality rates than wild fish. To determine if the limited monitoring data we
collected on TDG levels during spilling in 2016 and 2017 is representative of gas levels over
the long term, we would require a longer observational data time series.

Some fish are likely to encounter TDG supersaturation on their migratory path because
spawning migration and the flood season coincide [24]. S. prenanti is a potamodromous
fish species that tends to move close to shore where the water is shallower because lower
flow rates mean lower energy costs [25,26]. Suitable water depth for S. prenanti breeding is
0.15–1.5 m, which is not deep enough to prevent the onset of GBD [27]. Physical damage
from GBD also changes swimming behavior, predation vulnerability, and positive buoyancy,
and thus decreases fish survival rates [28,29]. These adverse effects of TDG supersaturation
on S. prenanti during spawning periods may be important reasons for the decline of this
and other wild species.

4.2. Growth of Fish after Exposure to TDG Supersaturation

TDG supersaturation may or may not decrease the growth rate of fish depending on the
species, TDG level, and exposure time [30–32]. This study showed that the adverse effects
on growth of S. prenanti were mainly restricted to 0–1 m and 1–2 m in supersaturated water.
One explanation for this is that gas bubbles on the epidermis and other organs and tissues
of the fish acted as a trigger, thus consuming more energy to relieve oxidative stress [32,33].
We found that the growth of surviving fish was significantly inhibited after a succession of
deaths due at least partially to GBD. One explanation for this phenomenon is that physical
damage from GBD (exophthalmos, visceral injuries, and gill gas embolism) makes fish more
vulnerable and susceptible to bacterial infection; thus, GBD can be indirectly responsible for
fish mortality [34]. Additionally, stress from transportation and handling can also explain
fish mortality absent signs of GBD. Fish may be also affected by bubbles that inhibit blood
flow, which increases fish sensitivity to environmental or physiological changes. The high
follow-up mortality rate we found implies that S. prenanti suffered serious TDG damage,
which explains the significant reduction in growth.

Growth was not significantly inhibited by 184 d in the fish that experienced TDG
supersaturation stress in 2–3 m depth, which implies that 2–3 m depth greatly mitigates the
potential effects of GBD. Moreover, surviving S. prenanti showed no difference in growth
rate after remaining in saturated water for 228 d, an observation that suggests that adult
S. prenanti have an inherent ability to recover from GBD. However, we note that the fish
growth experiment was performed at the fish breeding station where environmental factors
(such as flow velocity and water temperature) differed from those found in the river, so
there may be differences in the effects of GBD on fish growth between fish kept in artificial
surroundings and free-living wild fish.

4.3. Survival of Fish Re-Exposed to TDG Supersaturation

Equilibrated water gives fish exposed to TDG supersaturation a chance to recover from
GBD [16]. Cao et al. (2020) found that the survival time of yellow catfish (Pelteobagrus fulvidraco)
increased as recovery time rose from 3 h to 9 h at relatively high TDG levels (130%, 135%,
and 140%) [3]. This result supports our finding that individuals with stronger tolerance were
screened after TDG exposure and long-term recovery. However, re-exposure did not reveal
any change in resistance in other studies. Wang et al. (2015) found that half lethal time for
juvenile S. prenanti intermittently exposed to TDG supersaturation for periods of 2–6 h was not
significantly different from that of fish continuously exposed to TDG supersaturation, which is
inconsistent with the findings of our study [19]. However, the recovery time between exposures
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allowed in the Wang et al. study was much less than we allowed in this study, and the degree of
TDG supersaturation was greater than in our study. We hypothesize that the extended survival
time of fish re-exposed to TDG supersaturation is influenced by TDG supersaturation level,
exposure time, and recovery time.

Our finding suggests that TDG supersaturation is an adaptive pressure on fish that
selects for genes that are expressed in ways that result in a higher tolerance to supersat-
uration. Gray et al. (1982) hypothesized that higher tolerance of TDG supersaturation in
fish in the Columbia River, compared to controls from Italy, was due to the long history
of supersaturated TDG exposure in Columbia River water, and that this suggested that
species tolerance may be influenced by exposure acting as a form of genetic screening [35].
Our study was conducted for only two years, and we have no long-term data to support
this hypothesis. But these examples of adaptation provide some support for our claim that
does not depend on long term data. The classic work of Dobzhansky showed that in wild
fruit flies, the genetic composition of a population varied widely over a season [36], and
Grants et al. (2009) have shown that finches on the Galapagos can certainly adapt rapidly to
environmental change and may even speciate over a few generations [37]. These examples
show that organisms must be able to adapt quickly to environmental change in order to
avoid extinction.

4.4. Future Study

A succession of high dams exceeding 200 m have been constructed in the upper
reaches of the Yangtze River in China. The effects of TDG supersaturation caused by the
operation of these dams on downstream fish have become increasingly noticeable [38–40].
Most research into in situ TDG effects has been conducted on salmonids, and research
into non-salmonid species is slight in comparison [6]. This imbalance suggests that, with
the exception of salmonids, existing data are not sufficient to provide a sound theoretical
basis for mitigating the adverse ecological effects of TDG supersaturation on other fish
species. This study shows that the Cox hazard proportional model is suitable for predicting
TDG-induced mortality in S. prenanti and other species. We found that, critically, the latent
effects of TDG supersaturation on growth and survival are likely to be nonnegligible for
adults that survive exposure to TDG supersaturation. More data are needed from cage
experiments to determine the tolerance to TDG supersaturation of specific endemic fish at
current dam discharge schedules, and an extended observation period is needed to provide
more details on the subsequent survival and growth of fish with GBD. Future studies
could also explore the molecular mechanisms of fish damage due to TDG supersaturation
and whether they are heritable to determine the extent to which the local environment of
endemic fish affects their tolerance to TDG supersaturation.

Hydrostatic pressure is known to protect fish from damage by total dissolved gas
(TDG) supersaturation, and dam construction has resulted in shallower spawning depths
than in the past, thus spawning fish are more vulnerable to the effects of TDG supersatura-
tion [27]. We recommend that more in-situ experiments on TDG tolerance should be carried
out on migratory fish during the period of flood discharge. Moreover, acoustic telemetry
can be used to investigate changes in depth-use of migratory fish in response to ambient
TDG supersaturation in order to accurately assess the threat of TDG to migratory fish.

Although this study focused on TDG risk associated with operation of artificial dams,
TDG supersaturation widely exists in the natural world. For instance, Niagara Falls was
observed to generate TDG levels between 120 and 130% [41]. Nitrogen supersaturation
occurred in four shallow lakes in southwestern Manitoba because of the large drop in
lake volume brought on by ice formation, which resulted in a high trout mortality [42].
The heavy algal bloom was also found to cause exceptionally high supersaturation of DO,
and finally resulted in occurrence of GBD in various wild fish species [43]. Future studies
should pay more attention to the survival of fish under gas supersaturation caused by
natural stressors.
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